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Abstract: Multi-proxy signatures allow the original signer to delegate his/her signing power to n proxy signers such that all proxy signers 
must cooperatively generate a valid proxy signature on behalf of the original signer. In this paper, we propose a secure multi proxy multi 
signature scheme based on factoring and discrete logarithm problem. Our scheme is more secure as compare to Hwang and Chen’s 
scheme. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The concept of proxy signature was first introduced by 
Mambo, Usuda and Okamoto [2] in 1996 . In a proxy 
signature scheme, an original signer can delegate his/her 
signing capability to a proxy signer, and having the signing 
rights, the proxy signer can sign a message on behalf of the 
original signer. There are three types of delegation in proxy 
signature: full delegation; Partial delegation and delegation 
by warrant. In full delegation, the original signer gives its 
private key to the proxy signer. In partial delegation,the 
original signer produces a proxy signature key from its 
private key and gives it to the proxy signer. The proxy 
signer uses the proxy key to sign. As far as delegation by 
warrant is concerned, warrant is a certificate composed of a 
message part and a public signature key. The proxy signer 
gets the warrant from the original signer and uses the 
corresponding private key to sign. Since the conception of 
the proxy signature was brought forward, a lot of proxy 
signature schemes [4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11] have been proposed. 
The proxy signature can be categorized in multi-proxy 
signature, proxy multi-signature and multi proxy multi 
signature. The multi-proxy signature scheme was first 
proposed in 2000  [3]. With deep insight into it, the 
multi-proxy signature scheme can be treated as a special 
case of the ),( nt  threshold proxy signature scheme when 
nt = . In a multi-proxy signature scheme, a group of proxy 

signers can be authorized by an original signer, and the 
proxy group can make a proxy signature on behalf of the 
original signer. A contrary concept called proxy 
multi-signature was proposed by Yi et al in 2000  [8]. In 
Proxy multi-signature scheme [1, 12], a group of original 
signers can authorize a proxy signer. The proxy signer can 
sign a message on behalf of the group of the original 
signers. Proxy multi-signatures can play important role in 
the following scenario: A company releases a document 
that may involve the financial department, engineering 
department, and program office, etc. The document must by 
signed jointly by these entities, or signed by a proxy signer 
authorized by these entities. One solution to the later case of 
this problem is to use a proxy multi-signature scheme. 
Another type of signature, called multi-proxy multi 
signature, was proposed by Hwang and Chen [9]. A 
multi-proxy multi-signature is a signature, generated by a 

group of proxy signers on behalf of the group of original 
signers. Multi-proxy multi-signatures can play important 
roles in the following scenario: For a large building, there 
are some conflict among the constructors and the 
householders. All householders of the large building want 
to authorize a lawyer group as their agents. So a group of 
lawyers are authorized to act on behalf of all 
householders.The rest of paper is organized as follow: 
Properties of proxy signatures is described in section 2 . In 
section 3 , we brief review of Hwang and Chen’s 
multi-proxy multi-signature schemes. In section 4 , we 
propose a secure multi-proxy multi-signature scheme based 
on factoring and discrete logarithm problem in section 4 . 
In section 5 , we discuss its security analysis. Some 
conclusion are made in section 6 . 
 
2. Properties of Proxy Signature Scheme 
 
A strong proxy signature should have the following 
properties: 
 
From the proxy signature, the verifier can be convinced of 
the original signer’s agreement on the signed message. 
Anyone can determine the identity of the corresponding 
proxy signer from the proxy signature. 
Once a proxy signer creates a valid proxy signature for the 
original signer, he can’t repudiate the signature creation. 
Proxy signatures are distinguishable from normal signature 
by everyone. 
The proxy signer can’t use the proxy key for other purpose 
than generating a valid proxy signature. That is, he can’t 
sign, with the proxy key, messages that have not been 
authorized by the original signer. 
A designated proxy signer can create a valid proxy 
signature for the original signer. But the original signer and 
other third parties who are not designated as a proxy signer, 
can’t create a valid proxy signature. 
  
3. Reviews of Hwang and Chen’s 

Multi-proxy Multi-signature Schemes [9] 
 
Hwang and Chen’s divide multi-proxy multi signature into 
four phases: 
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3.1 The System Set Up Phase 
 
In this scheme, there are three kinds of participants: the 
original signer, the proxy signer, and the clerk. The used 
notation are given as below: 
 
An original signer, where the original signer group of n 
original signer is }.........,,,{ 321 nuuuu   
A proxy signer, where the proxy signer group of m proxy is 

},..........,,{ 321 mpppp  the clerk  
A large prime number the large public prime factor of 

1)( −p   

A public generator of order q in å
pz   

A public one way collision-resistant hash function. 
The unique identity of the original signer iu   

The unique identity of the proxy signer jp   

The private key of the original signer iu , where qiu
zx ∈   

The certified public key of the original signer iu , where 

pgy iu
x

iu
mod=   

The private key of proxy signer jp , where qjp
zx ∈   

The certified public key of the proxy signer jp  where 

pgy jp
x

jp
mod=   

The proxy warrant which specifies the details including 

jpiujpiu
yyIDID ,,,   

  
3.2 The proxy certificate generation phase 
  
In this phase, for ni .1,2,3.....= , all the original signer 

iu  randomly select an integer å
qiu
Zk ∈ , computes 

pgK iu
k

iu
mod= ,and broadcasts 

iu
K  the other (n-1) 

original signers, m proxy signers, and the clerk C. 
Meanwhile, for mj ......1,2,3,....=  the proxy signer 

jp  randomly select an integer å
qjp
zk ∈ , computes 

pgK jp
k

jp
mod= , and broadcasts 

jp
K  to n original 

signers, the other 1)( −m  proxy signers, and the clerk C. 
 
The clerk C and all of the proxy signers and the original 

signers compute pKKK
jp

m

jiu
n

i
mod=

1=1= ∏∏   

 
For ni ...,1,2,3,....= , the original signer iu  computes 

qKkyxwhV
iuiuiuiu

mod)(= +  and sends 
iu

V  to C. 

For mj ...,1,2,3,....= , the proxy signer jp  computes 

qKkyxwhV
jpjpjpjp

mod)(= +  and sends 
jp

V  to 

the clerk C. 
 
The clerk C verifies uiV  by checking whether 

pKyg K

iu

wh
iu

y

iu
iu

V
mod

)(
≡  holds or not and verifies 

jp
V  by checking if pKyg K

jp

wh
jp

y

jp
jp

V

mod
)(

≡  holds 

for ni ..,1,2,3.....=  and mj ..1,2,3.....= . 
 
If all 

iu
V ’s and 

jp
V ’s are valid, the clerk C computes 

qVVV
jp

m

jiu
n

i
mod=

1=1= ∑∑  and broadcasts V to n 

original signers and m proxy signers. Finally, the proxy 
signer group }.,,.........,{ 21 mppp  is authorized to act as 
the agent of the original signer group 

}..,,.........,{ 21 nuuu . The proxy certificate key is 

),( VK . 
  
3.3 The multi-proxy multi-signature generation phase 
 
Once the proxy signer group wants to sign the document M 
on behalf of the original signer group, the following steps 
are performed. 
 
For mj ....,1,2,3,....= , the proxy signer jp  randomly 

select an integer å
qj Zt ∈ , computes pgr jt

j mod= , 

and broadcasts jr  to the (m-1) proxy signers 
 
For mj .........1,2,3,....= , jp  computes 

prR j
m

j
mod=

1=∏  and 

qyxVts MRh

jpjpjj mod)(= )(+ , and then the partial 

proxy signature ),( jj sr  of M is generated. 
 
For mj ..,1,2,3,....=  jp  sends ),( jj sr  to C, and the 

chairman of the proxy signer group 1p  sends 
)),,(,( MVKw  to C 

 
After getting ),( jj sr ’s and )),,(,( MVKw , C first 
checks the validity of the proxy certificate by checking if 

pyyKg whjp
y

jp
n

j
iu

y

iu
n

i
KV mod)(= )(

1=1= ∏∏ . If it does 

not hold, C reject the proxy certificate, otherwise phase 
continue. 
 

C computes prR j
m

j
mod=

1=∏  and verifies ),( jj sr  

by checking if pyrg
mh

jP
Ry

jp
V
j

js mod
)(

≡  for 

mj .....,1,2,3.....= . If all hold, C computes 
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qsS j
m

j
mod=

1=∑ . Finally, the multi-proxy 

multi-signature of the message M is generated to be 
)),(,),,(,( SRMVKw . 

  
3.4 The multi-proxy multi-signature verification phase 
 
Once waiting to verify the multi-proxy multi-signature 

)),(,),,(,( SRMVKw ., the verifier executes the 
followings: 
 
The verifier first checks the validity of the proxy certificate 
w by checking 

.mod)( )(
1=1=

pyyKg whjp
y

jp
m

j
iu

y

iu
n

i
KV ∏∏≡  If it does 

not hold, the verifier rejects the proxy certificate; otherwise, 
the phase continues. 
 
The verifier checks if 

pyRg wRhjp
y

jp
m

j
VS mod)( )(

1=∏≡  . If it holds, it is 

ensured that )),(,),,(,( SRMVKw  is the valid 
multi-proxy multi-signature of M. 
 
4. Our Proposed Scheme 
 
We divide our scheme into four phases: )(i  The system 
set up phase, )(ii  The proxy certificate generation phase, 

)(iii  The multi-proxy multi-signature generation phase 
)(iv  The multi-proxy multi-signature verification phase. 

 
4.1 The System Setup Phase 
  
p is large prime and n is factor of 1−p  that is product of 

two large prime 1p  and 1q  such that 11= qpn   

1)1)((=)( 11 −− qpnφ  is a phi-Euler function. 

A public generator of order n in å
pz   

A public one-way collision-resistant hash function. 
 
Original signers and proxy signers agree on å

)(, nzde φ∈  

such that ned mod1≡  Here e is public key.  
The unique identity of the original signer iu   

The unique identity of the proxy signer jp   

The private key of the original signer iu , where å
niu
zx ∈   

The certified public key of the original signer iu , where 

pgy iu
x

iu
mod=   

The private key of proxy signer jp , where å
njp
zx ∈   

The certified public key of the proxy signer jp  where 

pgy jp
x

jp
mod=   

The proxy warrant which specifies the details including 

jpiujpiu
yyIDID ,,,   

The clerk C (one of the proxy signer) 
  
4.2 The proxy certificate generation phase 
 
In this phase, the original signers, proxy signers and clerk C 
co-operate to generate the proxy certificate which are given 
as below: 
 
For ni ....1,2,3,....= , original signer iu  randomly 

select an integer å
ni zk ∈  such that pgK ik

iu
mod=  , 

pgK iu
xik

iu
mod='  and broadcast to 1−n  signers, m 

proxy signers and clerk C. Similarly for 
mj .........1,2,3,....=  proxy signers randomly select an 

integer å
nj zl ∈  such that pgK jl

jp
mod=  ,

pgK jp
xjl

jp
mod='  broadcasts to 1−m  proxy 

signers, n original signers and clerk C. 
 
The clerk C, all of the original signers and proxy signers 

computes 
jp

m

jiu
n

i
KKK ∏∏ 1=1=

=  and 

)(= '
1=

'
1= jp

m

jiu
n

iw KKmHs ∏∏P  sends to n  original 

and m  proxy signers. 
 
Now For ni .....,1,2,3,....= , original signer iu  

computes nkxskv d
iiuii mod)(= '−  where 

nkKk ii mod=' −  and sends to clerk C. Similarly for 

mj ...,1,2,3.....= , proxy signer jp  computes 

nlxslw d
jjpjj mod)(= '−  where jj lKl −='  and 

sends to clerk C. 
 
Now clerk C verifies for iv  and jw  such that they check 
the relation 

)(=
1=1=1=1=

sK

jp
m

j
K

iu
n

i

e
jwm

j

e
ivn

iw KyyggmHs −∏∏∏∏P
 if this relation is hold then clerk C computes 

j
m

ji
n

i
wvA ∑∑ 1=1=

=  sends to proxy signers. 

  
4.3 The multi-proxy multi-signature generation phase 
 
Now proxy signers wants to sign the messages M on behalf 
of the original signer group, the following steps are 
performed below: 
 
For mj .....1,2,3,....= , all proxy signers agree on two 

numbers å
nz∈βα , . Now proxy signers randomly select 
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å
nj zt ∈  and computes pgT jt

j mod=  and broadcasts 
to all (m-1) proxy signers and clerk C. 
 
Now the clerk C computes 

pTR j
m

j
mod=

1=∏  

pyRR
jp

m

j
mod=

1=
' βα∏  

)(= 'RAMHh PP . Now clerk C send h to all proxy 
signers. 
 
For mj ....,1,2,3,....=  proxy signer computes 

nhtdxB jjpj mod)(= +β  , 

nextC
jpjj mod)=( −α  Thus proxy signers sends 

)}{,}{,( 1=1=
m
jj

m
jj CBh  to the clerk C. 

 

Now clerk C computes j
m

j
BB ∑ 1=

=  and j
m

j
CC ∑ 1=

=  

Thus the multi-proxy multi-signature of the message M is 
),,,,( CBARh   

  
4.4 The multi-proxy multi-signature verification phase 
 
The verifier check the relation 

)(
1=

e

jp
m

j
heCBe yRgAMHh −−+ ∏≡ PP  if it holds, it is 

ensured that ),,,,( CBARh  is a valid multi-proxy 
multi-signature scheme of message M 
 
5. Security Analysis 
 
In this section, we analyze the security of our scheme. Our 
scheme is based on factoring and DLP. We will show that 
our scheme satisfies all the security requirements of a proxy 
signatures mentioned in section 2  
 
Any verifier can verify the multi-proxy multi-signature 
scheme. The verifier can be convinced of the original 
signer’s agreement on the signed message. Verification of 
correctness is described as above. 
 
In our scheme, proxy signers used his own private key 

m
jjp

x 1=}{  and creates m
jj

m
jj CBR 1=1=

' }{,}{, . Therefore 

proxy signer can’t denied the proxy signature creation. 
 
The multi-proxy multi-signatures are distinguishability. 
Since in multi-proxy multi-signature scheme, proxy signers 
used his own private key and it is different from normal 
signature. 
 
In our scheme, Original signer and proxy signer both are 
creates s  and A . Thus proxy signers can’t sign messages 
with the proxy key that have not been authorized by the 
original signer. 
 
In our scheme, any other parties can’t forge a multi-proxy 

multi- signature scheme. Since proxy signers creates 
m
jj

m
jj CB 1=1= }{,}{  in which used his own private key. 

Proxy signers and original signers both are also create h . 
Thus designated proxy signers create a valid proxy 
signatures. 
 
First Verifier computes R ′′  such that 
 

e

jp
m

j
heCBe yRgR −+ ∏′′

1=
=  

e

jp
m

j

jC
m

j
ejB

m

j yg −
+

∏∑∑
1=

1=1==  

)()(=
1=1=

}{
e

jp
m

j
hejtm

j

e
jp

xjtjhetde
jp

x

ygg −−
−++

∏∏∑ ααβ

 

}{

=
e
jp

xhejtejp
xjtjhetde

jp
x

g
+−−++∑ αβ

 

βα
jp

xjt

g
+∑

=  
βα

jp
m

jj
m

j
yT ∏∏ 1=1=

)(=  

 
then check the relation  
 

)(= RAMHh ′′PP ,  
 
if it is true then accept the signature ),,,,( CBARh .  
  
6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we have proposed a secure multi-proxy 
multi-signature schemes based on factoring and discrete 
logarithm problem. Our scheme is more secure than Hwang 
and Chen’s multi-proxy multi-signature schemes since in 
our scheme we have used two hard problem factoring and 
and discrete logarithm problem. Our schemes offers a 
higher level of security than the scheme based on a single 
hard problem. 50  
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